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About Foamco
The long Adventure to Growth

Clean Sleep
Ancient technology for a
great sleep

Mattress With A Mission
EcoPur is one of the greenest
mattresses on earth. This lineup
is truly making a difference

Bed in a Box
Introducing Nano Gel in 3 Sizes

Dreameasy
Adjustable beds
Traditional Line Up

Fabrication
Upholstery and Block
Converting

OUR
STORY
Foamco Canada was founded by two industry
veterans – brothers CJ & MJ Shah – more than
30 years ago. In 1987, they started cutting
foam in a small facility at 801 Flint Rd.
Today, the business is housed in a 65,000 sq ft
building in Vaughan. The company uses fully
automated machinery and special
manufacturing software developed by
Microsoft to cut foam and fibre at rapid
speeds.
Being the largest independent foam
fabricator, we continue to push the
boundaries, innovating and leading the
industry. We were the first to fabricate viscoelastic memory foam, to distribute natural
latex, offer soy-based eco-foam, switch to a
water-based adhesive, and to run our plant on
“green” electricity.
From humble beginnings, Foamco Canada is
now a significant supplier to the furniture,
bedding, healthcare, and packaging
industries. Our customers are leaders in their
field, and manufacture products as varied as
world-class office seating, quality critical
infant safety products, pressure-relieving
antimicrobial hospital mattresses, and stylish
upholstery.
The personal bonds with our employees are
the structure that holds the company
together.
Investing more time and money in employee
advancement and training, including top-tier
workplace safety, career development,
incentives and empowerment.

Being the largest independent foam
fabricator, we continue to push the
boundaries, innovating and leading
the industry.

GET THE REST YOU NEED
Sometimes, the pace of modern life barely gives you
time to stop and rest. It can make getting a good
night’s sleep on a regular basis seem like a dream.

But that’s wrong,” she says. While you sleep, your
brain is working. For example, sleep helps prepare

But sleep is as important for good health as diet and

your brain to learn, remember, and create.

exercise. Good sleep improves your brain performance,
mood, and health.

Nedergaard and her colleagues discovered that the
brain has a drainage system that removes toxins

Not getting enough quality sleep regularly raises the

during sleep.

risk of many diseases and disorders. These range from
heart disease and stroke to obesity and dementia.

“When we sleep, the brain totally changes function,”
she explains. “It becomes almost like a kidney,

Why do we need to sleep?
People often think that sleep is just “down time,”
when a tired brain gets to rest, says Dr. Maiken
Nedergaard, who studies sleep at the University of
Rochester.

removing waste from the system.”

DESIGNER MATTRESSES

PEELS GNINIFEDER

SLEEP HUB

A Rejuvenating &
Detoxifying Night's Rest
Premium Hybrid Mattress
ENHANCED SLEEP
QUALITY

NATURAL
WELLNESS EFFECT

WAKE UP
REFRESHED

Bentonite infused cover
supports better sleep
and skin health

Bentonite has natural
purification properties
that promote a
healthier sleep

Block harmful toxins
from being absorbed
into the body

Introducing the
Clean Sleep Line Up
CLEAN SLEEP 11
Clean Sleep 11 provides and detoxifying nights
sleep with the benefit of charcoal infused memory
gel which dissipates heat 7 X faster than traditional
foams

CLEAN SLEEP 13
Infused with bentonites to wick away
moisture and absorb harmful toxins for a
more refreshing sleep. CoolTek also
provides even more cooling effect for
a cool nights sleep

CLEAN SLEEP 14
Clean Sleep 14 provides the detoxifications
benefits with layers of cooling gel and
patented micro coil support. For the
ultimate nights sleep

Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonites to wick away moisture and absorb harmful toxins for a more
refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and provides a
refreshing nights sleep.

A Rejuvenating &
Detoxifying Nights Rest
Sleep Benefits

Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonite to wick away moisture and absorb harmful
toxins for a more refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and
provides a refreshing nights sleep.
Excel™ Support Layer
Excel™ foam layer on top and bottom of
the pocket coil provides additional
support to the structure.
360° Firm Foam Edge Support
Reinforced perimeter encasement
provides greater stability.
Tri-Zone Pocket Coils
816 Tri-Zone pocket coil technology
offers unparalleled no motion transfer
feature and sound sleep experience.

CLEAN SLEEP 11

A Rejuvenating &
Detoxifying Nights Rest
Detox while you sleep

Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonite to wick away moisture and absorb harmful
toxins for a more refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and
provides a refreshing nights sleep.
CoolTek™ Temperature Regulating Cooling Foam
CoolTek™ technology uses microscopic air capsules to cool your core
when sleeping.
Excel™ Support Layer
Excel™ foam layer on the top and bottom of the pocket coil provides
additional support to the structure.
360° Firm Foam Edge Support
Reinforced perimeter encasement
provides greater stability.
Tri-Zone Pocket Coils
816 Tri-Zone pocket coil technology
offers unparalleled no motion transfer
feature and a sound sleep experience.

CLEAN SLEEP 13

A Rejuvenating &
Detoxifying Nights Rest
Detox while you sleep

Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonites to wick away moisture and absorb harmful
toxins for a more refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and
provides a refreshing nights sleep.
Reflex™ Micro Coils
Experience gravity defying comfort with up to 2500 micro coils.
CoolTek™ Temperature Regulating Cooling Foam
cooling foam is not temperature sensitive, keeping comfort level
consistent around the year. Microscopic air capsules offer
breathability, and unparalleled pressure relief and material memory.
Excel™ Support Layer
Excel™ foam layer on top and bottom of
the pocket coil provides additional
support to the structure.
360° Firm Foam Edge Support
Reinforced perimeter encasement
provides greater stability.
Tri-Zone Pocket Coils
816 Tri-Zone pocket coil technology
offers unparalleled no motion transfer
feature and sound sleep experience.

CLEAN SLEEP 14

A Cleaner & More
Refreshing Sleep
Detox while you sleep
Clean Graphite

Enhanced Thermal Conductivity: Graphiteinfused viscoelastic foam offers greatly
improved thermal conductivity by
combining open-cell high air-flow visco with
super-conductive graphite.

Clean Gel 1.0
This pillow comes in our proprietary
foam with personalized contouring
designed to relieve your pain points
for improved sleep.

Anti-Microbial Sheets
Antimicrobial bedsheets are
manufactured with a built-in
antimicrobial solution that is
seamlessly integrated into the fabric

AVAILABLE IN
11, 12 & 13 INCH

A Mattress With a Mission
Repurpose, Replenish and Restore
SUSTAINABILITY

GIVING BACK

ECO-FRIENDLY

Upcycling materials
and ocean plastics to
reduce carbon
footprint

12 trees planted per
mattress purchase for a
greener future

Mattress cover made
from up to 80
recycled ocean plastic
bottles

Introducing
EcoPur Sleep
ECOPUR-11
Repurpose
Make a difference while you sleep
and get the support you need for a
good night sleep.

ECOPUR-12
Replenish
A cool night sleep while helping to
save the planet.

ECOPUR-13
Restore
Utilizing all of our technology
platform to bring the ultimate in
comfort with the benefits of saving
over 200 water bottles.
Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonites to wick away moisture and absorb harmful toxins for a more
refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and provides a
refreshing nights sleep.

A Mattress With a Mission
Repurpose, Replenish and Restore
SUSTAINABILITY

GIVING BACK

Upcycling materials
and ocean plastics to
reduce carbon
footprint

12 trees planted per
mattress purchase for a
greener future

ECO-FRIENDLY
Mattress cover and
bedding layers are
made from up to 200
recycled ocean plastic
and land fill bottles

A Mattress With
a Mission
Repurpose, Replenish
and Restore
Repreve™ Eco-friendly Cover

Contains yarn made from up to 80 recycled plastic bottles
recovered from the ocean.

ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Gel Memory Foam

ProCore™ Graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X
Faster and provides a refreshing nights sleep.

Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer

Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based bio foam.
Offers additional comfort and support.

EcoEarth™ Comfort Layer

Technologically advance comfort layer that utilizes up to 20
recycled water bottles for an eco friendly sleep.

TerraBase™ Bio Base Foam

Preserve™ Uses a special formulation that
provides a soy based foam that creates the
most supportive and comfortable rest.

ECOPUR-11

A Mattress With
a Mission
Repurpose, Replenish
and Restore
Repreve™ Eco-friendly Cover

Contains yarn made from up to 80 recycled plastics bottles
recovered from the ocean.

Temperature Regulating Gel Memory Foam

Gel Memory Foam dissipates heat for lasting cool comfort and
provides pressure relief.

Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer

Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based bio foam. Offers
additional comfort and support.

EcoEarth™ Comfort Layer

Technologically advance comfort layer that utilizes up to 20 recycled
water bottles for an eco friendly sleep.

TerraBase™ Bio Base Foam

Preserve™ Uses a special formulation that
provides a soy based foam that creates the
most supportive and comfortable rest.

RePurpose™ Support Layer

Foam that usually goes to the landfill
is repurposed as a support layer and
provides a solid base for support.

ECOPUR-12

A Mattress With
a Mission
Repurpose, Replenish
and Restore
Repreve™ Eco-friendly Cover

Contains yarn made from up to 80 recycled plastics bottles recovered
from the ocean.

ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Gel Memory Foam

ProCore™ Graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X Faster
and provides a refreshing nights sleep.

Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer

Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based bio foam. Offers
additional comfort and support.

EcoEarth™ Comfort Layer

Technologically advance comfort layer that utilizes up to 20 recycled
water bottles for an eco friendly sleep.

TerraBase™ Bio Base Foam

Preserve™ Uses a special formulation that
provides a soy based foam that creates the
most supportive and comfortable rest.

RePurpose™ Support Layer

Foam that usually goes to the landfill is
repurposed as a support layer and
provides a solid base for support

ECOPUR-13

EcoPur Sleep
Accessories
Accessories
EcoSleeper
Eco Comfort Pillows are not only the most
comfortable but they use recycled water
bottles as their fill.

Recycled Down Pillows
Grace your bed with the same full, fluffy
comfort found in fine hotels around the world
featuring an increased amount of down and
feathers over our recycled Down pillow

Recycled Shredded Foam Pillow
iThe 0 Waste Shredded pillow uses foam from
the manufacturing process. using the same
foams as you would find in a

Organic Cotton Sheets
100% Organic Cotton & Dyes
GOTS Organic Certified - ensures high environmental
and social production standards.
OEKO-TEX® 100 Certified - guaranteed safe for all ages

MADE IN CANADA

HYPALLERGENIC

RECYCLED MICRO FILL

MACHINE WASHABLE

ECO-FRIENDLY

Bed in Box Collection

Maximum Comfort More Restful Nights Sleep
PROVIDES BACK
SUPPORT

Stay asleep longer and
more peacefully

RELIEVES
PRESSURE POINTS
Contours to the body for
superior support

REGULATES
TEMPERATURE

Airflow and cooling
effect from gel infused
foam

Introducing The Mattress
in a Box Line Up
NANOGEL 8
Premium 3 Layer comfort
Nanogel 8 provides great support for an
amazing nights sleep

NANOGEL 9
Comfort and Support
Designed with breathable open-cell foam
that allows for better air flow than
traditional memory foam, so you get a
cooler night’s sleep

NANOGEL 10
Cool Comfort
Provides optimal support and comfort
while also giving you a tranquil nights
sleep

Detoxifying Cover
Infused with bentonites to wick away moisture and absorb harmful toxins for a more
refreshing sleep.
ProCore™ Temperature Regulating Graphite Memory Foam
ProCore™ graphite infused memory foam dissipates heat 7X faster and provides a
refreshing nights sleep.

Experience the
Finest Cool Sleep
Technology
Sleep Benefits of Nanogel
Cooling Technology
Designer Breathable Zippered Cover
Breathable cover is hand crafted to its best design
3D Airflow fabric band enhances airflow within.
CoolTek ™ Temperature Regulating Cooling
Foam
cooling foam is not temperature sensitive, keeps
comfort level consistent around the year.
Microscopic air capsules offer breathability and
unparalleled pressure relief and material memory
Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer
Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based
bio foam. Offers additional comfort and support.
Performer™ Bio foam Base foam Layer
Performer™ base layer is High density Soy based
Bio foam. Offers complete stability to the entire
sleep surface area.

NANOGEL 8

Experience the
Finest Cool Sleep
Technology
Sleep Benefits of Nanogel
Cooling Technology
Designer Breathable Zippered Cover
Breathable cover is hand crafted to its best design
3D Airflow fabric band enhances airflow within.
CoolTek ™ Temperature Regulating Cooling
Foam
CoolTek™ cooling foam is not temperature
sensitive, keeps comfort level consistent around
the year. Microscopic air capsules offer
breathability and unparalleled pressure relief and
material memory
Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer
Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based
bio foam. Offers additional comfort and support.
Performer™ Bio Foam Base Foam Layer
Performer™ base layer is High density Soy based
Bio foam. Offers complete stability to the entire
sleep surface area.

NANOGEL 9

Experience the
Finest Cool Sleep
Technology
Sleep Benefits of Nanogel
Cooling Technology
Designer Breathable Zippered Cover
Breathable cover is hand crafted to its best design 3D
Airflow fabric band enhances airflow within.

ProCore™ Temperature Regulating
Charcoal Memory Foam
ProCore™ Charcoal infused Memory Foam dissipates
heat faster and provides pressure relief.

Reflex™ Transition Bio Foam Layer
Reflex™ transition layer is High density Soy based bio
foam. Offers additional comfort and support.

Performer™ Bio foam Base Foam Layer
Performer™ base layer is High density Soy based
Bio foam. Offers complete stability to the entire
sleep surface area.

NANOGEL 10

Experience the
Finest Cool Sleep
Technology
Nanogel Cooling Plus
Cooling pillow that provides a full
nights sleep with its matrix design.
Allow for continuous cooling

Nano Ultra Support
Nano Ultra is the pillow for all style
sleepers. Provides continuous support
for a refreshing nights sleep

Nano Mattress Protector
Our Nano Mattress protector uses
anti-static technology that reduces
reduce stress, and provides a calming
and relaxing night of sleep

MOTION BEDS

The Leader in Motion Beds
in Canada
FULL PRODUCT
SUITE

Sleep essentials for all
sleep types

ENGINEERING
FOCUSED

Delivering products to
meet all comfort needs

CONSUMER
DRIVEN

Valuing market
research and industry
fedback

MODEL NUMBERS:
M-1500, M-4500, M-9500

Experience Different
Levels of Comfort

All adjustable beds have durable Okin motors, adjustable legs
and underbed LED Lighting.

WAKE UP FEELING
REFRESHED

Remove the pressure on your
back by sleeping with your
head and legs elevated for a
better nights rest.

HELP PREVENT
SNORING

By adjusting and tilting the bed
upwards, you can open your
airways to decrease snoring
for a better nights sleep

IMPROVE YOUR
SLEEP HEALTH

Perform better through out
the day at work and home
from a more peaceful and
comfortable sleep.

CONTROL YOUR
SLEEP SET-UP

Technology enabled bed
frames makes customizing
your comfort and sleep easy.

ADJUST TO YOUR
COMFORT AND
LIFESTYLE

Sitting up in bed to watch tv
or read is all made possible
with adjustable bed.

CUSTOMIZE AND
UPGRADE

Pick the options that suite
your lifestyle with a full suite
of options designed for the
way you sleep.

M-1500
Product Features
7-pc Adj Leg

E-COM Friendly Shipping

Mobile App

Preset Memory

WIRELESS REMOTE

Adjustments
Foot Up

Back Up

TV Position

Zero G Button

One-Touch Flat

Anti Snore

M-4500
Product Features
7-pc Adj Leg

E-COM Friendly Shipping

Mobile App

Preset Memory

Massage

WIRELESS REMOTE

USB

Adjustments
Foot Up

Back Up

TV Position

Zero G Button

One-Touch Flat

Anti Snore

M-9500
Product Features
Wireless Remote

USB

Anti Snore

Preset Memory

Massage

Mobile App

USB

WIRELESS REMOTE

Adjustments
Foot Up

Back Up

TV Position

Zero G Button

Wall Hugger

Two side Adj

One-Touch Flat

Anti Snore

Pillow Tilt

Lumbar Support

TRADITIONAL
MATTRESSES

IMPROVE YOUR SLEEP HEALTH

WHITE HORSE
IMPROVE YOUR
SLEEP HEALTH
Perform better through out the
day at work and home from a
more peaceful and comfortable
sleep.
816 Independent pocket coils are
Foam Encased for better edge
support.
5 Zones create balanced support
for shoulder, back and feet.
Pocket coils are best for no
motion transfer and promotes
undisturbed sleep.

At Foamco Industries we manufacture high quality
hand crafted traditional coil mattresses.
Over 80% material used in the mattresses is sourced
within Canada.
Our coil mattress collection includes Bonel Coils, 5Zone Encased coils and Firm edge support coils.
Some Hybrid mattress collections are offered as "Bed
in box".

WE'RE COMPETITIVE. TRY US!

All handcrafted coil mattresses are made standard support
structure.
All the coils are supported by strong and stable Non woven
pads and PU foam layers.
Comfort layers include High Density Certi-Pur US certified
foam and cooling infused gel memory foam toppers in
specific models.
Quality and Comfort is what makes our mattresses most
preferred by sleep shops

CHIRO
Chiro mattress is best suitable for
juvinile beds.
312 bonel coils with edge guard
support creates adqeuate comfort
for young kids

DIANE
Diane mattress offers orthopedic
back support
416 Bonel Coils are made from heavy
guage steel, and offers immense
stability and back support .
Mattress is suitable for all age groups

WALTON
Walton mattress has firm back support.
816 Independent pocket coils are Foam Encased
for better edge support.
5 Zones create balanced support for shoulder,
back and feet.
Pocket coils are best for no motion transfer and
promotes undisturbed sleep

WHITE HORSE
Perform better through out the day
at work and home from a more
peaceful and comfortable sleep.

YORKSHIRE
Yorkshire mattress has luxurious comfort.
816 Independent pocket coils are Foam Encased for better
edge support.
5 Zones create balanced support for shoulder, back and
feet.
Pocket coils are best for no motion transfer and promotes
undisturbed sleep

Incentive Program
Qualifying Dealers Receive
Exclusive Incentives
In-store Merchandising

High end embroidered foot pads and Pillow Shams
3D Image Sell Sheets
Banners

Other Benefits

Floor Model refresh incentive
In store training for sales team
Seasonal promotions

Marketing Support

Tiered Marketing support
Digital images for Web and Print advertising
Dealer Locator on our website

Distribution

Drop Ship programs where applicable
Prepaid shipping to your store
Rolled and Compressed for easy shipping

OUR
ADVANTAGES
BETTER PRICING

WIDER RANGE

FASTER SERVICE

Our focus on custom foam

Not all foam is equal and certain

In 2015, we upgraded our

fabrication is our strength. We

grades perform better than

facility with state of the art

are the largest foam fabricator

others in specific applications.

machinery that maintains our

in Canada, which means we

We compare the quality of foam

competitive edge in Canada and

negotiate extremely

grades across suppliers and only

allows us to deliver the highest

competitive buying prices for

select the best quality for our

quality products to you. We can

our raw material, and we are

customers. Some foam

now QUOTE, DESIGN, CUT and

not reliant on any one source

manufacturers have extremely

DELIVER foam faster than

of foam. We source our raw

old production lines, restricting

anyone in the market, while

material from all the major

their ability to produce certain

maintaining the highest

foam manufacturers, which

grades of foam well. With our

standards to ensure you receive

allows us to offer you a choice

buying power, we are able to

the best service and pricing.

in quality and budget.

provide you with a wider range
of higher quality foams
compared to any other foam
fabricator in Canada.

FOCUS ON
FABRICATION

COMPUTERIZED
FOAM CUTTING

FRIENDLY
SERVICE

MATTRESS
MANUFACTURING

HIGH QUALITY
COMPRESSION

PROFESSIONAL
& ESTABLISHED

OUR CAPABLITIES

CNC FOAM CUTTING
At Foamco we provide cost
effective CNC foam cutting
solutions for your needs.
All you need to do is provide
us with the design files and
our machines can seamlessly
cut foam to the shape of your
choice. Foamco’s CNC machines
can be used for cutting,
machining, milling and
prototyping foam. Whatever
the shape, Foamco’s CNC foam
cutting machine is up for the
challenege.

Foamco CNC Foam
Cutting Machine

OUR CAPABLITIES

UPHOLSTERY
& FOAM FABRICATION
Foamco is a leader in the upholstery industry and provide
products to some of Canada's largest sofa manufacturers.
Foamco also services the Office, Healthcare and industrial
segments with over 35 Years of expertise. There is no job
too big or too small for our Team of experienced and
trained experts. Foamco prides itself as being the most
innovative and agile fabricator in Canada.
Our engineering team will work with you to create any
program that you may have.

OUR CAPABLITIES

FABRICATION
&DESIGN
Foamco industries is Canada's
largest foam fabricators operating
in a state of the art facility.
Boasting 70,000 Sq. Ft of production
floor space.

Foamco excels in project design and
large scale project execution. Our
dedicated team always puts the
customer first and works hand in
hand

"STAY INSPIRED. NEVER
STOP CREATING."

CONTACT US
LET’S TALK. WE
LOVE TO FIND
SOLUTIONS.

Foamco Industries Corporation
8400 Keele St, Unit 2, Concord
L4K 2A5
T: 416-784-9777
E: foamsales@foamco.com

www.foamco.com

